This paper presents a summary of four invited and twelve contributed presentations on asymptotic giant branch stars and red supergiants, given over the course of two afternoon splinter sessions at the 19th Cool Stars Workshop. It highlights both recent observations and recent theory, with some emphasis on high spatial resolution, over a wide range of wavelengths. Topics covered include 3D models, convection, binary interactions, mass loss, dust formation and magnetic elds.
Introduction
There have been extraordinary advances in our knowledge of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars over the last decade. On the observational side Spitzer, Herschel and ALMA in particular have provided access to the wavelength ranges in which these stars and their associated dust and molecular shells emit most of their energy. Interferometry has enabled convection cells to be resolved and has highlighted the role of binary interactions in the mass-loss process from these huge stars. At the same time theoretical advances give us a better understanding of element formation, 3D models of convection, and new insight into the properties of grains produced in the very extended circumstellar environments (see invited presentation by Höfner to the main meeting). Nucleosynthesis models are making testable predictions and population synthesis models are reproducing many of the characteristics of highly evolved stars, for the rst time (see invited presentation by Karakas to the main meeting).
In this two day splinter session we covered some of the recent observational and theoretical advances in the understanding of AGB stars and red supergiants (RSG), as well as touching on many aspects that remain puzzling. We nominally divided the two days so that on the rst we focused on the star itself, and discuss pulsation, convection, surface magnetic elds etc.; while on the second we examined the circumstellar environment, dust formation, binary interactions etc. In practice the star and its environment are so closely linked that there is considerable overlap in the topics discussed in the two sessions.
Day 1: From waves to winds: gas dynamics in evolved stars
Luminous cool giants are strongly a ected by dynamical processes. Large-scale convective motions and stellar pulsation trigger sound waves, which may develop into strong shock waves as they propagate outwards through the stellar atmospheres. These shocks, possibly supported by other physical processes (rotation, magnetic elds), intermittently lift gas to distances where dust grains can form and trigger a stellar wind. Recent developments in instrumentation allow us to image the relevant regions in ever increasing detail over a wide wavelength range, from the optical to the radio regime (e.g., VLTI, CHARA, ALMA), giving unprecedented insights into these phenomena. At the same time, dynamical models of interior dynamics (3D convection, pulsation) and of atmospheres and winds have reached a level where they permit self-consistent quantitative simulations of these processes. Signi cant progress can be expected from a detailed comparison of the latest 3D models and imaging observation.
2.1
The coolest surfaces we have seen so far in the infrared Claudia Paladini 1 started the opening invited presentation by pointing out that although the mass-loss process from evolved stars has been under investigation since the early 1970s there are still many uncertainties associated with it. Open questions include: (i) what drives the winds for RSG stars, and for O-rich and small-amplitude pulsating C-rich AGB stars, (ii) how does the stellar wind a ect the various spatial scales of the stellar atmosphere, from the photosphere to the interface with the stellar envelope. She brie y touches on the rst question, and concentrates on the second one, with a focus on what has been learned by studying the inner spatial scales (1-10 R ) that are probed with longbaseline interferometry.
The rst interferometric studies involved the combination of only two or three telescopes. Detecting asymmetric structures was quite tricky at that time and most of the earlier studies concentrate on stellar parameter determination, variability studies, and on providing constraints for stellar atmosphere models (see section 2.8 and Wittkowski et al., 2016, for a recent example). Among interesting recent results on strati cation, Arroyo-Torres et al. (2013 , 2014 , 2015 showed how PHOENIX hydrostatic models are too compact to reproduce the observed extension of RSG stars in the nearinfrared. The use of 3D models including a convection prescription does not improve the situation for RSGs, and even the 1D CODEX models implementing pulsation are not able to levitate the molecular layers to the observed extension. Magnetic elds have been measured on the surface of a RSG (Aurière et al., 2010) . Ultimately, perhaps all these mechanisms have to be taken into account for e ective modelling of RSG stars. Within this framework, simultaneous interferometric and polarimetric observations will help to clarify the interplay between magnetic eld and convection Aurière et al., 2016) .
Despite the challenging nature of the observations, already in the late 1990s and early 2000, various high angular resolution data pointed to departures from spherical symmetry (Wittkowski & Paladini, 2014) . For many years the interpretation of such structures was not unequivocal and involved (i) spots due to convection, or (ii) elliptical distortion due to stellar rotation (van Belle et al., 2013; Cruzalèbes et al., 2015) . However, at least in the case of AGB stars, high stellar rotation rates are usually connected to the presence of a binary companion transferring momentum to the primary (Barnbaum & Hinkle, 1995; Mayer et al., 2014) . Schwarzschild (1975) predicted, and more recently Freytag & Höfner (2008) and demonstrated, how the number of convective cells on the stellar surface decreases as the star reaches late evolutionary stages. While the Sun shows up to 10 7 granules, the number of convective cells drops to only a few for AGB and RSG stars. Moreover, AGB surfaces are expected to be more irregular than those of RSGs. Convection appears to be the most likely explanation for the measured deviation from symmetry, but we had to wait for interferometry to deliver the rst images to be sure. The rst interferometric images of Betelgeuse Chiavassa et al., 2010a) , and more recently images of other RSGs presented by Chiavassa et al. (2010b) , Baron et al. (2014) and Monnier et al. (2014) show indeed at least one prominent surface structure in each star (left panel of Fig. 1 ).
The surfaces of RSGs appear mostly symmetric in the near-infrared, but one should keep in mind that, because of the lack of complete information in the uv-coverage, some of these " rst generation" interferometric images are model dependent. Interferometric images of AGB stars have been presented by Ragland et al. (2008) , Lacour et al. (2009 ), Le Bouquin et al. (2009 and Haubois et al. (2015) . These works show the presence of molecular shells, sometimes asymmetric, but no obvious convective patterns were detected. The main reason was again poor uv-coverage because of the use of 3-beam combiner interferometers. As a consequence, strong model dependency is involved in all of these interferometric image reconstructions.
In January 2014 data for the O-rich Mira R Car were recorded during technical time with the H-band 4-telescope beam combiner VLTI/PIONIER. The data were used for the 2014 image reconstruction contest . The surface of R Car shows a bright spot, and the atmosphere appears less homogeneous than in the RSG case (right panel, Fig. 1 ). At the time of the CS19 meeting, at least 3 more AGB stars have been imaged with PIONIER. Preliminary results qualitatively con rm the model predictions, and suggest that the atmospheres of carbon AGB stars are more complex than those of their oxygen-rich counterparts (Paladini et al., prep.; Wittkowski et al., prep.) . Starting from September 2016 VLTI/GRAVITY will deliver images of AGB and RSG stars across the K-band, with 4000 spectral resolution elements. This will allow us to map the continuum as Figure 2 : A comparison of 3D and 1D pulsation models (left) and of 3D models with observations (right). The colours of the symbols indicate the e ective temperature of the model (red-cooler, yellow-hotter), while the sizes of the symbols represent the luminosity (large-10 000, medium-7000, small-5000 L ) (Freytag, Liljegren & Höfner A&A submitted).
well as the molecular layers, and possibly to characterize the convective patterns in more detail.
Observations in the mid-infrared enable us to move further from the stellar surface, and to probe the dust-forming region. The interferometers available until very recently involved (again) combining the beams from only two or three telescopes. To the best of Paladini's knowledge no image reconstruction has been attempted using long-baseline interferometric data. Departure from spherically symmetric geometry has been observed in the atmospheres of both AGB and RSG stars; however, it is not yet clear if the asymmetric structures are the signature of randomly distributed dust clumps (Chandler et al., 2007; Ravi et al., 2011; Paladini et al., 2012; Sacuto et al., 2013) , or circumstellar/circumbinary discs (Deroo et al., 2007; Ohnaka et al., 2008; Klotz et al., 2012) . Single-dish observations show that both discs and dust-plumes are present around these stars at spatial scales larger than 5-10 R , but only images with the second generation VLTI/MATISSE interferometer will help clarify what is happening deeper inside the dust forming region.
In conclusion, convection plays a crucial role on the surfaces of AGB and RSG stars, but magnetic elds might also play a role in shaping the environment of these stars between 1-3 R . In the dust-forming region dust plumes are detected, and imaging studies with the new generation of interferometers might reveal previously unseen binaries. From the observational point of view, one will need (i) monitoring studies to be able to quantify the lifetime of the convection patterns on the stellar surface, (ii) coordinated studies using di erent techniques to be able to understand the interplay between convection and magnetic eld. The latter question might be most easily tackled with an interferometer with a polarimetry mode. We are at the stage where images of stellar surfaces are becoming more routine, and therefore from the theoretical point of view grids of 3D models are required for a detailed comparison. From 2019 VLTI/MATISSE will deliver images at 2-10 R in the L, M , and N bands, i.e., right in the middle of the dust-forming region. At that stage, the community would bene t from simultaneous observations with GRAVITY and MATISSE in order to study eciently both the strati cation and the variability of the various structures.
Pulsation Properties of an AGB star 3-D model
grid So e Liljegren 2 presented results on behalf of herself, Bernd Freytag and Susanne Höfner. She rst noted that AGB stars are evolved stars with low to intermediate mass and although they are thought to be important for galactic chemical evolution, current theoretical models are not complete and do not explain all available observations. To improve on this situation, the rst ever grid of 3D star-in-a-box simulations of AGB stars has been calculated (Freytag, Liljegren & Höfner, A&A submitted) and is brie y described below.
The CO5BOLD radiation hydrodynamical code was used to simulate the interior and the inner atmosphere of the AGB stars. The model mass was set to one solar mass and the in uence of other stellar parameters explored via a grid that contains eight models with e ective temperatures ranging from 2500K to 2800K and luminosities from 5000 to 10000 solar luminosities. With several models of di erent stellar parameters it is possible to extract pulsation properties, such as period and amplitude, and investigate the resulting trends.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2 . This shows that the 3D models generally give a larger radius for a given period (left in Fig.2) , when compared to 1D pulsation models (see, e.g., Wood (1990); Fox & Wood (1982) ). When compared to an observed period-luminosity relationship (right) (Whitelock et al., 2009) there is a good t. These results indicate that the 3D models give a satisfactory description of the stellar interior, and could be used to investigate the interplay between self-excited pulsation, shocks and dust formation. 2.3 VLTI/PIONIER imaging observations of the AGB star R Sculptoris Markus Wittkowski 3 discussed R Scl, a carbon-rich semiregular AGB star with a pulsation period of 370 days (Samus et al., 2009) . Maercker et al. (2012) obtained ALMA images of the CO (3-2 and 2-1) emission from R Scl. These images surprisingly revealed an inner spiral structure connected to a known detached CO shell (Olofsson et al., 1988 (Olofsson et al., , 2010 , indicating a previously undetected binary companion. Maercker et al. (2012) explained these structures as the consequence of a variable mass-loss history following a thermal pulse 1800 years ago, together with a binary companion. Their model has an orbital period of 350 years and a separation of 60 AU, assuming a distance of 290 pc, and employs a hydrodynamic simulation.
Wittkowski presented preliminary results from K-band interferometry of R Scl obtained with the VLTI instrument AMBER and H-band interferometric imaging obtained with the instrument PIONIER. The goals of this study include (1) further constraining and testing the available dynamic atmosphere and wind models with near-infrared interferometry, (2) revealing the detailed morphology of the stellar atmosphere and innermost mass-loss region and (3) constraining fundamental stellar properties of R Scl. Figure 3 shows the squared visibility amplitudes and closure phases as a function of wavelength. Synthetic values based on the best-t model atmosphere (Mattsson et al., 2010; Eriksson et al., 2014) are also shown. The observed squared visibility values show drops at the positions of the 12 C 16 O bandheads. This is best seen at squared visibility levels of 0.1-0.2 and indicates that these lines are formed in extended layers above the photosphere. This behaviour is comparable to that seen in oxygen-rich semi-regular AGB stars (e.g. Martí-Vidal et al., 2011) or Miras (e.g. Wittkowski et al., 2016) . The observed visibility values are consistent with the model prediction. Closure phases are consistent with zero, given the relatively large errors. However, the errors are dominated by systematic e ects, and the wavelengthdi erential errors are much smaller. The latter show closure phase features at the positions of the CO bandheads, indicating photocentre displacements between the CO-forming 3 ESO Garching, Germany Figure 4 : Preliminary image reconstruction of the surface structure of R Scl based on data obtained with the VLTI/PIONIER instrument in 2014 in the H-band, reconstructed with the IRBis package of Hofmann et al. (2014) . For comparison, the angular Rosseland photospheric diameter is estimated to be about 9 mas (the bar in the lower right corner is 5 mas).
regions and the nearby pseudo-continuum. Figure 4 shows a preliminary image reconstruction of the surface of R Scl in the H-band. In this image, R Scl shows one dominant surface spot and a spiral-like structure. Most likely these features are a consequence of convection. Less likely, the binary companion may produce e ects very close to the stellar surface. For comparison the e ects of Mira B on the circumstellar environment of Mira A have been observed at a distance of about 10 stellar radii or less (Ramstedt et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2016) . The details of these VLTI observations will be described in a paper by Wittkowski et al. (in preparation) .
Wind models for M-type AGB stars in the Large
Magellanic Cloud Sara Bladh 4 noted that the stellar winds observed in evolved AGB stars are usually attributed to a combination of stellar pulsations and radiation pressure on dust. Shock waves triggered by pulsations propagate through the atmo- 
DARWIN LMC grid (M-type AGB)(
Figure 5: Schematic overview of the dynamical properties of the DARWIN models with LMC metallicity as a function of input parameters. The red boxes represent models that develop a stellar wind, the blue boxes represent models where no wind forms and the green boxes indicate models with periodic mass loss. The pulsation period of these models is derived from the period-luminosity relation in Feast et al. (1989) and the piston velocity amplitude is set to 4 km s −1 . The seed particle abundance
sphere, compressing the gas and lifting it to cooler regions, thereby creating favorable conditions for grain growth. If su cient radiative acceleration is exerted on the newly formed grains, either through absorption or scattering of stellar photons, an out ow can be triggered. Time-dependent wind models (DARWIN models, see Höfner et al. (2016) using this scenario for the mass loss have successfully been able to produce stellar out ows with dynamical properties compatible with observations for both Ctype and M-type AGB stars (e.g. Eriksson et al., 2014; Bladh et al., 2015) . In the wind models for C-type AGB stars the out ows are predominately driven by photon absorption on amorphous carbon grain, while in the models for M-type AGB stars the stellar winds are triggered by photon scattering on micron-sized Mg-rich silicates.
What happens to the wind properties of AGB stars in a low metallicity environment such as the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) or Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC)? C-type AGB stars produce their own carbon during the AGB phase and the mass-loss rates should therefore not be signi cantly a ected by metallicity. The out ows in M-type AGB stars, however, are driven by dust material consisting of elements that cannot be produced by the stars themselves. A low metallicity environment could for that reason have a strong impact on the mass loss of these stars.
A recent investigation by Bladh and colleagues of the properties of M-type AGB stars in a low metallicity environment has provided the rst tentative results from a set of DARWIN models for M-type AGB stars with metallicity similar to that of the LMC. The grid is set up much like the previous grid of wind models with solar metallicity (Bladh et al., 2015) . The models in this set have solar mass, three different stellar luminosities (5000 L , 7000 L , and 10000 L ) and an e ective temperature that ranges between 2400 K and 3000 K. A schematic overview of the dynamical properties of this set is shown in Fig. 5 .
The dynamical properties of this set verify the assumption that a low metallicity environment a ects the mass loss of M-type AGB stars: the models produce stellar winds only for very luminous AGB stars and, as can be seen in Fig. 6 , the resulting wind velocities are very low (< 5 km s −1 ), but the total, gas plus dust, mass-loss rates are comparable to those produced from the corresponding grid for solar metallicity.
AGB and Red Supergiant Stars: From the Radio to
the Submillimetre Liz Humphreys 5 started her invited review by noting that radio and submillimetre interferometry have enabled the study of AGB and RSG stars from the stellar photosphere to the outer wind, at up to sub-milli-arcsecond resolution. She focused on VLBI and ALMA observations of the gas dynamics of the stellar extended atmospheres/inner circumstellar envelopes (CSEs), where shocks are believed to play an important role in levitating gas to larger radii, enabling dust formation. She also discussed submm continuum and maser observations that provide indications of asymmetry, clumpiness and inhomogeneity in the inner CSE, with mass loss occurring in localised directions. Finally, she presented evidence for dynamically important magnetic elds permeating the CSE.
High angular resolution sub-millimetre observations open a new window for studying stellar surface features that may be linked to asymmetry in the mass-loss process. ALMA long baselines (15 km) provide an angular resolution of 25 milli-arcseconds at 230 GHz, making it possible to resolve structures in the stellar disk for some stars. Further out, within a few stellar radii, SiO masers can form and are compact high brightness temperature tracers of the extended atmosphere. Proper motions of the masers provide 3D velocities and indicate out ow and infalling gas in this region, with complex non-radial motion also detected. There is some evidence from di erent maser species in the circumstellar environment for the presence of dynamicallyimportant magnetic elds, however, at least in the case of SiO masers there are alternative interpretations for the po- larization levels detected. ALMA long baseline observations (e.g. Fig. 7 ) have also revealed red-shifted molecular absorption close to the star in Mira, providing further evidence of infalling material. ALMA has also been used to study circumstellar dust.
Radio and submm observations support the PEDDRO (Pulsation-Enhanced Dust Driven Out ow, see Höfner (2015) ) scenario for evolved stars. Constraints on the propagation of shocks outwards through the (extended) atmosphere are provided by radio photosphere and SiO maser observations. Dust composition and formation radii can be indirectly probed by mapping distributions of dust parent and seed molecules in the gas phase, although care must be taken in interpreting these due to excitation e ects. Dust is also studied directly via the sub-millimetre continuum. Wind acceleration can be investigated by studying di erent water maser lines which straddle the dust formation zone. The role of magnetic elds in AGB and RSG mass loss should be clari ed via future multi-wavelength observations.
Long Baseline Radio Continuum Observations of
Betelgeuse: Understanding Mass Loss in Red Supergiants Eamon O'Gorman 6 spoke on behalf of himself, Pierre Kervella, Leen Decin, Anita Richards, Iain McDonald, Andrea Chiavassa, Xavier Haubois, Guy Perrin, Graham Harper, Miguel Montargès, Keiichi Ohnaka, Jan Martin Winters and Arancha Castro-Carrizo. He emphasized that spatially resolved cm/mm/sub-mm continuum observations can be a powerful means by which to study the partially ionized extended atmospheres around red supergiants because they allow us to probe the essential region where mass loss is initiated. To date, only Betelgeuse has been spatially resolved at cm and mm wavelengths with the data showing that the atmosphere is highly extended and that the mean gas temperature beyond two stellar radii is cool (Tgas < 3000 K). He presented the initial results of their ALMA long baseline and e-MERLIN continuum observations of Betelgeuse's extended atmosphere which probe it at unprecedented angular resolution and sensitivity. The full details will be published else-6 Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, Republic of Ireland where.
2.7 Surface magnetic eld detection in M type supergiant stars: the non uniqueness of Betelgeuse Benjamin Tessore 7 , presented work done in collaboration with E. Josselin, A. Lèbre, J. Morin, A. López Ariste, M. Aurière, Ph. Mathias and P. Petit. He suggested that RSG stars can be considered as the massive counterparts of AGB stars, with which they share properties such as extended atmospheres, prodigious mass loss, and chemically complex circumstellar envelopes. Magnetic elds have already been measured in their circumstellar envelopes using maser polarization (Vlemmings, 2014) .
Systematic detections of a surface magnetic eld have been reported for a wide sample of giant stars Aurière et al., 2015) . These measurements have shown that the magnetic giant stars are mostly located in two magnetic strips; one starting at the rst dredge-up and one starting at the tip of the RGB phase and along the AGB phase. In 2010 Aurière et al. (2010) detected a weak magnetic eld (at the Gauss level) at the surface of Betelgeuse, prototype of RSG stars. Until recently this was the only red supergiant with a direct detection of a surface eld.
In the spring of 2015 Lèbre and colleagues started a 2-year campaign with the high resolution (R = 65,000) spectropolarimeter Narval (TBL Pic du Midi, France) dedicated to a sample of cool evolved stars, including RSG stars such as Betelgeuse. In polarimetric mode, the Narval instrument simultaneously acquires a classical intensity spectrum as well as a polarized spectrum (either linearly or circularly polarized).
They measured several spectra of three RSG stars, α Her, µ Cep and CE Tau, both in circular (Stokes V) and linear polarization (Stokes QU) mode at di erent epochs. With the Least-Square Deconvolution (LSD) method (Donati et al., 1997 ) the spectra of each star are combined to give a mean pro le also called an "LSD pro le". An analysis of these spectra revealed signi cant hints of a surface eld at the Gauss level in these three stars, although in some cases further checks are required to understand fully the nature of the ob- served polarized signal. They also found a time variation of these magnetic elds on week/month time scales. This variation is very similar to what is known for Betelgeuse (Bedecarrax et al., 2013; Petit et al., 2013) and very consistent with the convective pattern time scales (Freytag et al., 2002; Montargès et al., 2015) .
Because of their slow rotation (and thus high Rossby number, up to 100!) convection in these stars is not expected to generate a global magnetic eld e ciently (Dorch, 2004) . Thus these detections may point toward local transitory elds, which could play a role in the mass-loss mechanism.
Recently Aurière et al. (2016) discovered the complex linearly polarized spectrum of Betelgeuse. This is characterised by structures similar to those found in the classical intensity spectrum. The amplitudes of these structures are well above the typical amplitudes of the Zeeman induced circularly polarized spectrum. Because the amplitude of the Stokes QU LSD pro le is between ten and a hundred times greater than the Stokes V pro le Aurière et al. rejected any contribution of the magnetic eld to this spectrum. Therefore they have deduced that scattering polarization associated with brightness anisotropies at the surface of Betelgeuse contributes most to this "second stellar spectrum".
These anisotropies are likely to be caused by the giant convective cells lying at the surface of RSG stars. From an analytical model, and the Stokes QU pro les, they infer the positions of several bright spots at the surface of RSG stars. Aurière et al. have thus mapped two bright spots at the surface of Betelgeuse. Remarkably the latter results are in good agreement with interferometric models of Montargès et al. (2015) .
Although magnetic elds are a key ingredient of many evolution codes they are still poorly understood. Moreover, as with the Sun, the linearly polarized spectrum, which seems to be a common features of RSG stars, has opened a new window for diagnostics of their surface dynamics. Tessore and colleagues have therefore undertaken a long-term monitoring campaign of RSG stars. They also plan to extend the interpretation of the linear polarization to other cool evolved stars, such as Miras and RV Tauri stars, where again rather strong linearly polarized spectra are detected.
2.8 Modelling a set of carbon-rich AGB stars at highangular resolution Joseph Hron 8 gave this presentation which had been prepared by his student Gioia Rau in collaboration with himself, C. Paladini, B. Aringer, K. Eriksson, P. Marigo, W. Nowotny and R. Grellmann.
They compared spectrophotometric and VLTI/MIDI interferometric observations of six carbon-rich AGB stars, R Lep, R Vol, Y Pav, AQ Sgr, U Hya and X TrA, with selfconsistent dynamic models atmospheres from the Uppsala group (Eriksson et al., 2014; Mattsson et al., 2010) . The results were somewhat similar to those in Rau et al. (2015) . The models reproduce the SED data well at wavelengths longward of 1 µm, and the interferometric observations be- Figure 9 : SPHERE/VLT observations of W Hya (Ohnaka et al. 2016 ).
tween 8 µm and 10 µm. Shortwards of 1 µm in the SED, and longwards of 10 µm in the visibilities, they found discrepancies which may be due to a combination of data-and model-related e ects.
The models which t the Miras best are considerably extended, with a signi cant shell-like structure. In contrast, the models which t the non-Miras best are more compact and show lower average mass-loss rates. They derived the following stellar parameters from the ts: e ective temperature (T eff ), Luminosity (L models ), Mass (M ), C/O and mass-loss rate (Ṁ ). The results are, within the uncertainties, in good agreement with values from the literature. T eff agrees with the temperature derived from the angular diameter θ (V −K) and the bolometric luminosity from the SED tting, L bol , except for AQ Sgr. Finally, the Rosseland diameter θ Ross and θ (V −K) (van Belle et al., 2013) agree with each other better for the Mira targets than for the non-Miras, possibly because of episodic mass loss of the latter models.
The stars can be compared to evolutionary tracks in an HR diagram (see Fig. 8 ). The main properties (L, T eff , C/O ratios and stellar masses) derived from the model tting result in good agreement with thermal pulsing (TP)-AGB evolutionary calculations for carbon stars (Marigo et al., 2013) .
The detailed ndings will be presented by Rau et al. (2016 submitted to A&A). 3 Day 2: The circumstellar environment of cool giants
Evolved stars eject much of their mass into space through extreme winds. The ejecta form an expanding shell around the star, extending from the dust formation radius at two stellar radii to the asteropause at 1-4 parsec where the merger with the interstellar medium takes place. Although the winds are thought to be largely spherically symmetric, recent observations show growing evidence for strong shaping. The ESO VLT and ALMA have found evidence for spirals, circumstellar disks, bipolar ows and jets, and even wind-blown tails. The dominant shaping mechanisms is be- Figure 10 : SPHERE/VLT observations of L2 Pup showing the disc with ejected plumes .
lieved to be angular momentum, which for most of stellar evolution is in cold storage in stellar, sub-stellar and planetary companions, but is transferred to the shells through dynamical interactions. Related processes act in supergiants and their descendant supernovae, while common envelope systems and stellar mergers, cover most of the HR diagram. We brought together observers and theoreticians to discuss dust production and shaping mechanisms over a wide range of stellar properties.
3.1
The circumstellar environment of AGB and RSG stars Eric Lagadec 9 started his invited review by highlighting the fact that new high-angular-resolution instruments such as ALMA, SPHERE/VLT and VLTI/PIONIER have started a small revolution in the study of the circumstellar environ-ments around evolved stars. We no longer talk about subarcsecond observations, but about milli-arcsec observations. This is revolutionising our view of the close environment of these stars, the way they interact with binary companions and our understanding of the mass-loss process.
Mass loss from evolved stars is a key process for thenal stages of evolved stars, as it determines how these stars will enrich the interstellar medium in newly synthesised elements and thus the contribution of stars to the chemical enrichment of galaxies. For mass loss to occur there is a need to rst levitate the atmosphere and then accelerate it so that it can escape the gravitational attraction of the star. This is described by Susanne Höfner as a two-stage rocket mechanism. For decades, it was thought that the mass-loss process from AGB stars was fully understood. Convection and pulsation trigger shocks, leading to the formation of dust behind these shocks, where the gas is cool and dense. Radiation pressure on dust grains then initiates the mass loss and the gas is carried along via collisions. A study by Woitke (2006) revealed that this could not work for oxygen-rich AGB stars, as the silicate grains forming around these stars cannot provide the opacity needed for radiation pressure to work. Höfner (2008) thus suggested that the mass loss from these stars was due to scattering rather than absorption. For scattering to be efcient large grains (∼ 1µm) are needed. RSG stars also lose mass and their winds certainly share many similarities with AGB stars. RSGs have larger masses than AGBs, but lower pulsation amplitudes and smaller more numerous convective cells than their low mass analogues. Models predict that the atmospheres of AGB stars are more extended than those of RSGs.
Knowing these theoretical aspects of AGB and RSG stars, it is interesting to see what high angular resolution observations can tell us about them. Optical/infrared interferometry can teach us about the extension of the atmospheres, the gas dynamics, convection and dust formation. Extreme adaptive optics systems, such as SPHERE/VLT, when combined with polarimetric measurements can tell us about the dust distribution, grain size and convection. Performing time series observations around the pulsation/convection cycle allows us to link convection and pulsation with shocks and dust formation.
Long-baseline infrared interferometry enables us to reach resolutions down to one mas with instruments such as AM-BER/VLTI, PIONIER/VLTI, and thus even to map the surface of a few nearby stars. Combining light from more than two telescopes brings imaging capabilities and can provide resolved images of convective cells for nearby stars like Betelgeuse . Combined with high spectral resolution, interferometry can help mapping the MOL-SPHERE (see e.g. Ohnaka et al., 2016) and study the gas dynamics by mapping the gas distribution at di erent wavelengths. Such observations reveal that for AGB and RSG stars, the atmosphere is more extended in the CO and water bands than in the continuum and that the extension of the atmosphere is similar in AGB and RSG stars (Wittkowski et al., 2016; Arroyo-Torres et al., 2015) . This is not reproduced by RSG models suggesting that an extra mechanism is necessary to explain the mass-loss mechanism of RSGs. This could be radiation pressure on lines (Josselin & Plez, 2007) . High spectral resolution observations by Ohnaka (2014) reveal that the atmosphere of the RSG Antares appears di erent across the CO line pro le and that the velocity eld is not homogeneous. Changes can be seen within a year. All this indicates that we are observing the evolution of convective cells at the surface of Antares.
As mentioned above, extreme adaptive optics combined with polarimetry allows us to study the dust distribution and grain size. Ohnaka et al. (2016) obtained spectacular results from observations of the AGB star W Hya with SPHERE/VLT (Fig. 9) . They conclude that the polarimetric signal from dust in the envelope of the AGB star W Hya requires the presence of large grains (0.4-0.5 µm). This is consistent with the predictions of models proposing that mass loss is driven by scattering. A few large dust clouds are also observed, as expected when large-scale convective ows help levitate the atmosphere. Similar results were obtained with SPHERE/VLT for the AGB star R Dor, and the surface of the star was even resolved (Khouri et al., 2016) , showing variation within less than two months. SPHERE/VLT observations of the RSG Betelgeuse also enable the surface to be mapped , showing the presence of asymmetries likely due to convection and the presence of dust close to the star. All these results indicate that the mass loss from both O-rich AGB and RSG stars is very likely linked to convection and scattering by large dust grains close to the surface of the stars.
Another striking aspect of the new high-angularresolution observations of AGBs and RSGs is that large asymmetries are observed, e.g. in VY CMa (O'Gorman et al., 2015) and the Fried Egg Nebula (Wallström et al., 2015) . Some extra momentum (the third stage of the rocket) is needed to explain these structures and could come from a binary companion and/or a magnetic eld. Such morphologies and momentum excesses have been observed in many planetary nebulae. In a key paper Bujarrabal et al. (2001) showed that a large majority of proto-planetary nebulae have outow momenta in excess of that supplied by radiation pressure. A long debate took place in the planetary nebulae community and two key papers helped settle the matter. Soker (2004) showed that a single star cannot supply enough energy and angular momentum to shape those nebulae. In the meantime, Nordhaus & Blackman (2006) demonstrated that magnetic elds can play an important role, although isolated stars cannot sustain a magnetic eld for long enough. Looking for direct and indirect evidence for binaries became a goal of the eld. Soon, observations by Olivier Chesneau and his team revealed that discs, formed via the interaction between the evolved star and a companion, were common (Chesneau et al., 2006 (Chesneau et al., , 2007 . An important joint e ort to look for binaries (using radial velocities or infrared excess techniques) led to the conclusion that binaries were common and shaping the nebulae (see e.g. Bo n et al., 2012). It is clear that if binaries play a key role in the shaping of planetary nebulae they must play a role in the previous phase of evolution, the AGB. Unfortunately, AGB stars pulsate and are bright infrared emitters, so the techniques used to nd binary companions around Planetary Nebulae cannot be used.
High angular resolution mapping of AGB stars has, however, been shown to be an excellent tool to nd binaries (in a direct or indirect way). One of the key recent results for the studies of these binary companions was the combination of a theoretical work led by Shazrene Mohamed and ALMA observations by Maercker and collaborators. Mohamed & Podsiadlowski (2007) showed that the interaction of an AGB Figure 11 : ALMA channel maps (colour scale) of the NaCl v=0 J=24-23 emission at 312 GHz at a 1 km s −1 velocity resolution for the central 0".8 × 0".8 eld around the stellar position of the red supergiant VY CMa. Grey contours are the integrated NaCl line strength at (1, 2, 3, 4) × 1 Jy/beam km s −1 , red contours are the dust continuum measured with ALMA at 321 GHz at (1, 2, 3, 4) × 18 mJy/beam O'Gorman et al., 2015) . The stellar position 'VY' is indicated with a white cross, and the peak of the continuum emission 'C' is indicated with a white plus-sign. The abscissa and ordinate show the o set of the right ascension and declination, respectively, in units of milli-arcseconds (Decin et al., 2016) . star with a companion could lead to Wind Roche-lobe overow and the formation of 3D spiral structures. Such a spiral was found with ALMA observation of R Scl (Maercker et al., 2012) . Looking for spirals thus became a technique to nd the binary companions of AGB and RSG stars. A spiral was found around Mira (Ramstedt et al., 2014) , IRC+10216 (Decin et al., 2015) and more are being discovered. Binaries thus seem to play a key role in the shaping of evolved stellar envelopes.
Finally, SPHERE/VLT's rst observations of an AGB star o ered us a very spectacular view of L2 Pup (Kervella et al., 2015, Fig. 10) . At 64 kpc this is one of the closest AGB stars, enabling us to obtain sharp views of its structure. The SPHERE/VLT images directly revealed the presence of an edge-on disc, with plumes of material being ejected perpendicular to it, as predicted by theoretical models for the formation of bipolar nebulae via the interaction with binary companions. These observations revealed a secondary source at 2 AU. Have we mapped for the rst time an AGB star with a binary companion and a dusty disc formed via the interaction of the binary system? (a future bipolar planetary nebula?) This will have to be con rmed via radial velocity and ALMA's ongoing monitoring of the system.
In conclusion: the new generation of high angular resolution instruments is revolutionising our view of evolved stars and making this an exciting time to study such objects. There are strong indications that convection and scattering via dust play a key role in the mass loss from RSG and O-rich AGB stars. For the rst time, we have mapped directly the surfaces of stars other than the Sun and seen them evolving over a few months. It also turns out that binaries are rather common among evolved stars and in uence the shape of the circumstellar environment.
To improve our understanding of mass loss from these stars, we need time-series observations to study quantitatively the physical processes such as shocks and dust formation. To understand quantitatively the impact of AGB and RSG stars on the chemical enrichment of galaxies via the mass-loss process we need to measure the physical properties (mass-loss rates, binary in uence etc.) for a statistically signi cant sample. We are currently focusing on a few spectacular targets, but we need to understand the whole stellar population. This should help reach one of our goals: being able to determine the dust and gas mass-loss rates from evolved stars knowing only their fundamental parameters (mass, age, binarity, etc.).
High spatial resolution studies of the winds of evolved stars Leen Decin
10 started by highlighting the amazing view we now have of the winds of evolved cool giants and supergiants provided by high spatial resolution observations. We can see that the long-standing assumption of smooth spherically symmetric winds is very often completely invalid. Large scale structures in the form of spirals, circumstellar disks, bipolar out ows, bowshocks etc. are detected and smaller scale clumpiness seems omnipresent (Fig. 11 illustrates NaCl observations of VY CMa). These novel data challenge our understanding of the wind launching process. The observations serve as critical benchmarks for 3D hydrodynamical models. Even more, these data push the 10 Institute of Astronomy, Leuven University, Belgium theoretical models to include a higher form of complexity, in particular to incorporate a (more) consistent approach to chemistry, dynamics, and radiative transfer. In her talk she reviewed the recent observational results obtained with ALMA, SPHERE and Herschel. She went on to discuss how these data yield detailed information on the wind structure of evolved stars and elucidate which chemical and physical phenomena should be captured in theoretical wind models.
She also summarized ongoing e orts to improve these theoretical models, both in terms of numerical modeling and based on novel laboratory experiments. In turn these theoretical models can serve as a guideline to further improve the observing strategies.
Constraining dust properties in Circumstellar
Envelopes of C-stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud: optical constants and grain size of carbon dust Ambra Nanni 11 presented on behalf of herself and Paola Marigo, Martin Groenewegen, Berhard Aringer, Léo Girardi, Giada Pastorelli, Alessandro Bressan and Sara Bladh. She talked about recent investigation aimed at constraining the typical size and optical properties of carbon dust grains in circumstellar envelopes (CSEs) of C-stars in the SMC.
They applied their recent dust growth model, coupled with a radiative transfer code, to the CSEs of C-stars evolving along the TP-AGB, for which they compute spectra and colours. Then they compare the modelled colours with those observed in the near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) bands, testing di erent assumptions about the dust and employing optical constants from various sources for carbon dust. Di erent assumptions within the dust model change the typical size of the carbon grains produced. They nally constrain carbon dust properties by selecting the combination of grain sizes and optical constants which best repro-11 Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia "G. Galilei", Padova, Italy duces several colours in the NIR and MIR at the same time. The di erent choices of optical properties and grain size can lead to di erences in the NIR and MIR colours greater than two magnitudes. As an example of this, Fig. 12 illustrates the J − K S colour computed for di erent optical data sets as a function on the grain size for a dust-enshrouded CSE with τ 1 = 10.
It seems that the complete set of selected NIR and MIR colours are best reproduced by small grains, with sizes between 0.06 and 0.1 µm, rather than by large grains of 0.2-0.4 µm. Remarkably, the inability of large grains to reproduce NIR and MIR colours seems independent of the adopted optical data set and the deviations between models and observations tend to increase for increasing grain sizes. The trend recovered is shown in Fig. 13 , where the deviations between models and observations, < σ >, are plotted as a function of the grain size and for di erent optical data sets. An example of a colour-colour diagram is shown in Fig. 14, which illustrates the colours of the stars observed superimposed on models for poorly performing combinations of optical constants and grain sizes (left panel) and for well performing ones (right panel). There is also a possible trend of the typical grain size with the dust reddening in the CSEs of these stars.
She emphasized that this work is preparatory to follow-up studies aimed at calibrating the TP-AGB phase through resolved stellar populations in star clusters and galaxies which include dusty, mass-losing evolved stars.
3.4 The Dustiest AGB Stars and RSG in the Magellanic Clouds Olivia Jones 12 described using observations from the Herschel Inventory of The Agents of Galaxy Evolution (HER-ITAGE) survey of the Magellanic Clouds (Meixner et al., 2013; Seale et al., 2014) , enabling them to identify 32 evolved stars that are bright in the far-infrared. These extremely red late-type stars span a wide range of initial masses, luminosities, dust temperatures and chemical type.
They found 13 low-to intermediate-mass evolved stars, AGB stars, post-AGB stars, planetary nebulae and a symbiotic star. They also identify 10 high mass stars, including three extreme red supergiants that are highly enshrouded by dust, and detect nine probable evolved objects which had not previously been described in the literature. These sources are among the dustiest evolved objects in the Magellanic Clouds. The Herschel emission may either be due to dust produced by the evolved star or it may arise from material swept-up from the interstellar medium (ISM) (Jones et al., 2015) .
The detection of these evolved stars in the far-infrared may have far reaching consequences for global dust-budget estimates as we do not currently account for all their large dust reservoirs. Thus the global dust return to the ISM may have been signi cantly underestimated. Figure 15 presents the spectral energy distributions for a selection of AGB stars and RSGs with a far-infrared emission in the LMC; Fig. 16 shows their location in CMD space.
Modelling the interactions of cool giants with
(sub)stellar companions: Implications for masstransfer rates and out ow geometries Shazrene Mohamed 13 presented an invited paper on behalf of herself, Ph. Podsiadlowski, R. Booth, E. Aydi, M. Maercker, S. Ramstedt, and W. Vlemmings. Cool evolved stars, e.g., AGB and RSG stars, lose copious amounts of mass and momentum through powerful dense stellar winds. The interaction of these out ows with their surroundings results in highly structured and complex circumstellar environments, often featuring knots, arcs, shells and spirals. Recent improvements in computational power and techniques have led to the development of detailed multi-dimensional simulations that have given new insight into the origin of these structures, and better understanding of the physical mechanisms driving their formation.
One of the main mechanisms for shaping the out ows of evolved stars is interaction with a companion. The primary structure that forms is a spiral out ow due to the orbital motion of the giant and the orbit and gravitational focusing of the companion. The inter-arm spacing between the windings depends primarily on the orbital period and wind velocity. The contrast between the emission from the arm and inter-arm regions also depends on the mass of the companion. Thus, by comparing models and observations of these structures we can constrain, not only the orbital characteristics, but also the evolution of the stellar wind properties, e.g., mass-loss rate and velocity (as was done for R Scl, Maercker et al. 2012) . More recently, they have received new ALMA data for the known binary system, Mira AB. Many of the circumstellar structures t well with expectations from the Wind Roche-Lobe Over ow (WRLOF) models of (see Fig. 17 ). There are, however, structures, e.g., the heart-shaped bubble/'racoon' which are likely the result of the interaction between Mira's wind and an out ow from the companion (Ramstedt et al., 2014) .
Indeed, in many cool giant binary systems, not only does the companion a ect the out ow, but the out ow can have Boyer et al. (2011) from the SAGE-LMC survey (Meixner et al., 2006) . important implications for the companion. In systems where material is accreted the companion may increase in mass, and produce high energy radiation and out ows of its own (both via steady winds and explosive outbursts). These binary interactions thus have broad implications for a wide range of phenomena, e.g., the formation of planetary nebulae, symbiotic and X-ray binaries, novae and supernovae. RS Oph, a recurrent nova system, is a particularly interesting example as the companion is a massive white dwarf, making the system a potential Type Ia supernova progenitor. The system also shows Na D line variations which result from the interaction of nova ejecta and radiation with the dense circumstellar out ow from the giant; similar variations are seen in about 20% of Type Ia supernovae (Patat et al., 2007 (Patat et al., , 2011 Simon et al., 2009; Sternberg et al., 2011 ). Mohamed's models of the binary interaction and recurrent novae explosions t the overall observed morphology (O'Brien et al., 2006) and demonstrate the dependence of the Na D line variations on the viewing angle (Booth et al., 2016) .
Dust Production Rates of AGB Stars in the Solar
Neighbourhood Alfonso Trejo-Cruz 14 reminded us that AGB stars are a very important contributor to the total dust mass injected into the ISM in galaxies. Good estimations of the dust mass injection by these stars in the Magellanic Clouds have been achieved using Spitzer data (Riebel et al., 2012; Srinivasan et al., 2016) . However, the last estimate of the dust injection rate in the Milky Way was made in the late '80s for a limited sample (Jura & Kleinmann, 1989) . So Trejo-Cruz and colleagues decided to revisit the total dust mass-loss rate from AGB stars in the Solar neighborhood.
It is especially hard to evaluate distances to dusty AGB stars in the Milky Way, as the highest mass-loss rate objects are not in the Hipparcos catalogue, due to circumstellar extinction. Using present-day all-sky infrared surveys (WISE, 2MASS, and others) they constructed spectral energy distributions for all AGB stars within one kiloparsec of the Sun. They use the GRAMS model grid Srinivasan et al., 2011) to estimate the dust production for this sample of AGB stars. Preliminary results show an increase in the number of known dusty objects within one kpc. An integrated dust production rate of ∼ 10 −5 M yr −1 or an average of ∼ 10 −7 M yr −1 per object is obtained. These results for the Solar Neighborhood will be extrapolated for the entire Milky Way, using a suitable stellar distribution function. They compared these results to those of the Magellanic Clouds and other Local Group galaxies, for which the distance determination problems do not exist. This work is a step towards more reliable determinations of the mass loss rates of AGB stars, and it aims to provide new insight on the discrepancy between the dust mass produced by AGB stars and that estimated to be present in the ISM. , 2008) . IRS has four di erent modules to allow for detailed observations: SL, LL, SH, and LH. The stars were observed once per month to track changes in their brightness and spectral features. This data set is unique both for the number of observations of each star and for the high SNR made possible because of the stars' intrinsic brightness. Short exposure times were used to avoid saturation of the detectors.
The current focus of their research is the short, high (SH) and long, high (LH) resolution wavelength range (∼ 9.7 −40µm) because it was least likely to saturate the detectors. The reduction process for the high resolution data was roughly based on recipes from the Spitzer Data Analysis Cookbook. It should be noted that each observation had a dedicated sky background taken, as recommended by the Spitzer Space Telescope team due to low cryogen levels and potential problems at the end of the cryogenic mission. In the data reduction process, the rst step is the subtraction of the dedicated sky background from the data instead of the more commonly used nod-nod subtraction. The next steps involved bad pixel removal (IRSCLEAN), spectrum extraction (SPICE tool), defringing (IRSFRINGE), order overlap removal (Spitzer Data Analysis Cookbook), and nod combination (IRAF and own IDL codes). Fig. 18 is an example of nal spectra obtained.
The high resolution, reduced spectra reveal a wonderful "forest" of features that provide insight into the stellar atmospheres and circumstellar dust composition. The stars in this study span the range of oxygen-to carbon-rich, with each type exhibiting certain known solid state components (i.e. 15 New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, New Mexico Tech., USA dust) as previously identi ed using IRAS LRS and ISO LWS (e.g., Little-Marenin & Little, 1990; Tsuji et al., 1997) . Preliminary examination of the oxygen-rich Miras shows many of the primary known features, such as broad silicate emission and aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ). The radiative transfer modeling code, DUSTY, is being used to identify several broad, and some sharp, dust features, after implementing recently derived laboratory spectral indices for dust opacities. Obtaining dust opacity data in the mid-infrared range for elements and compounds other than those provided with DUSTY has been di cult due to the limited publication of the index information necessary for use with DUSTY. Some opacity tables have been provided by Dr. Angela Speck (University of Missouri). However, more data are needed to obtain the detailed circumstellar dust composition of these Miras.
Prominent features seen in oxygen-rich Mira variables include initial identi cations of water ice emission, as well as amorphous and crystalline silicates, and potentially corundum. However, the spectrum from DUSTY does not align well with the Spitzer spectrum across the entire ux range, which makes some feature identi cation di cult. Dr. Bernhard Aringer (University of Padova/STARKEY) recommended the use of a greybody continuum rather than a blackbody continuum to overcome this problem. In particular, Dr. Aringer and Dr. Claudia Paladini (Université Libre de Bruxelles) both suggest the MARCS code. They are currently in the process of implementing these recommendations to obtain better ts and improve identi cation of the dust and other features in the spectra.
The optical interferometry view of convection in nearby red supergiants Miguel Montargès
16 spoke on behalf of himself, P. Kervella, G. Perrin, A. Chiavassa, M. Aurière, A. López-Ariste and P. Mathias, on the subject of RSG stars. The huge increase in size of RSG stars when they leave the main sequence at a relatively constant mass causes their surface gravity to be quite weak and may be linked to their important mass loss. However, the physical processes which e ectively trigger the out ow are not fully understood. RSGs are among the stars with the largest apparent diameter in our sky. Therefore long baseline optical interferometry makes it possible to resolve the photosphere from where the mass loss originates.
Montargès and collaborators obtained VLTI/PIONIER observations of the two nearby RSG stars: Betelgeuse (α Ori) and Antares (α Sco). PIONIER is a near-infrared instrument that recombines the light of four telescopes of the Paranal Observatory operated by ESO. It operates in the H-band and they used only the high spectral resolution mode (R 40).
The observations of Betelgeuse sampled four epochs between January 2012 and November 2014, using only the compact con guration of the 1.8m Auxiliary Telescopes (AT). These observations show that the rst zero of the visibility function is located at a spatial frequency that depends on the direction sampled on the (u, v) plane. Together with the strong deviations of the closure phase signal from 0 o and 180 o this indicates the presence of strong asymmetries on the stellar surface. The four epochs of observation are well tted by a power-law limb-darkened disk (LDD) plus a Gaussian hot spot. The intensity images resulting from tting this model are presented in Fig. 19 . They interpreted this hot spot as the bright top of a large convective cell. They compared their interferometric measurements with 3D radiative hydrodynamics simulations (Chiavassa et al., 2011) , but the convective patterns do not seem to match the data, even if they did so in the past. The currently available simulations seem unsuited to reproduce the present convective regime of Betelgeuse induced by the presence of this large bright convective cell. The existence of such features is con rmed by the TBL/Narval spectropolarimetric observations of Aurière et al. (2016) , (see also Tessore's talk in this splinter session). VLT/SPHERE observations indicate the presence of dust at three stellar radii of Betelgeuse , and Lagadec's talk) in the same direction (North-East) as the bright spot Montargès observed. Additionally, ALMA observations show an asymmetry also in the same direction (O'Gorman's talk). The connection between the optical and millimetre interferometric observations and the SPHERE data may be directional mass loss, of convective or of some other nature.
In May 2014 they observed Antares using the same instrument with the same setup. This time they obtained data with the three available AT con gurations, with baselines ranging from 11 to 156m. Thus they were able to probe the visibility function up to the 16th lobe (an angular resolution of 3 mas = 1/15th of the stellar diameter). These unprecedented data will put new constraints on the numerical simulations by resolving the mean size of convective features. In particular, they detected excesses with respect to the limb-darkened disk (Fig. 20) at 100 arcsec −1 (12 mas), 200-270 arcsec −1 (4.5-5.6 mas) and 350-400 arcsec −1 (3-3.5 mas). These high angular resolution observations of two bright nearby RSG stars in the near-infrared with long baseline interferometry allowed us to better characterize the convective pattern of these stars. This is essential to uncover the link between convection and mass loss in RSG.
